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Constitutional Rights and Liberties Violated in 2016

Equality of Citizens

Although article twenty-one of the Tunisian Constitution states “All citizens have equal rights and responsibilities, and are equal before the law without any discrimination whatsoever,” the citizens of Tunisia are, in practice, not equal. This inequality is due in part to the privileges afforded state functionaries, such as police, transportation officers, officers of tax circulation, and judges. For example, functionaries are given badges to display on their windshields—a practice that was instituted under Ben Ali. The display of these badges discourages police from stopping these functionaries’ vehicles, empowering drivers of vehicle with these badges to disregard traffic laws, usually without repercussion. This lack of accountability arises from the fact that functionaries are often connected with individuals with executive power, a practice that is strictly forbidden in the Tunisian penal code.

In order to increase state accountability in these regards, a large number of Tunisians have called for independent monitoring of these functionaries’ public activities through the use of a surveillance apparatus.

In addition, citizens are not treated equally by the legal system. In 2015, the Interior Ministry noted that there were a high number of “crimes against good morals.” Although high in frequency, these “crimes against good morals” and disturbing the public order are not explained by either Tunisian legislature or jurisprudence. The enforcement of these laws, therefore, can be discretionary, as was the case under the regime of Ben Ali.

Furthermore, discrimination among citizens is encouraged by the fact that an individual’s profession, place of birth, and personal information is listed on his or her identification card.

Finally, there have been cases in Tunisia where students have been segregated according to the color of their skin.
The Right to Life

Although Article twenty-two of the Tunisian constitution states that “The right to life is sacred; it cannot be violated except in the most extreme cases enumerated by the law,” the death sentence is still conferred for a number of crimes, including murder. In addition, Tunisia’s new anti-terrorist law prescribes the death sentence for certain infractions.

It is important to note that while courts have condemned 11 individuals to death, no executions have taken place since 1991.

Dignity of the Human Body

Article twenty-three of the Tunisian constitution says “The state protects the dignity of the human being and its physical integrity and forbids all forms of psychological and physical torture” and says that torture can not be prescribed in any circumstance. Nevertheless, Tunisian police routinely torture and inflict physical violence upon detainees during interrogation and imprisonment. Thus, there is a need for surveillance cameras in interrogation chambers.

Furthermore, private citizens are constantly under threat of police violence due to laws inhibiting “outraged” demonstration against public officials.

These instances of violence have been exacerbated by the fact that the Tunisian President has declared a national state of emergency, thus enabling police use counter-terrorist policy as an excuse to curtail the human rights of individuals.

Freedom of Conscience

Freedom of conscience in Tunisia is a taboo. This taboo exists because because of Tunisia’s cultural heritage, which is further strengthened by the education of young citizens, and religious edicts concerning thought, or “Fatwas tafkir.” Although the Tunisian constitution identifies citizens’ freedom of conscience, this matter is still controversial. For example, a report by Amnesty International details how a man was indicted for publicly caricaturing the Prophet Muhammad.

Certain articles in the Tunisian Constitution seem to contradict each other. These contradictions invite interpretations that may be counterproductive to human rights. This is seen in the case freedom of conscience: although freedom of conscience is guaranteed in the Tunisian constitution, the report
states there is evidence that the government is biased toward Islam as Article seventy-four of the constitution stipulates that the President of Tunisia must be a Muslim.\textsuperscript{8}

It is interesting to note that article one of the Tunisian Constitution, which installs Islam as the state religion, has not been a subject of discussion for decades. Indeed, it is possible that Tunisia, like other Arab countries, struggles to balance democracy and religion because it does not have a discrete space for religion.

**The Law with Respect to Privacy**

In addition to the taboo against freedom of conscience in Tunisia, there have been cases where Tunisian law has violated the privacy of individuals. Two recent examples of such infraction concern homosexuality. In one case, a group of young men were incarcerated and indictment for their sexual orientation. In the court transcript, the Judge is recorded to have said that “It is given that the accused were about to practice sodomy collectively and that they had [done so]... and clearly had the intention of propagating their vice with the intention of converting other people, turning on the teachings of society, and against their identities.” As such, the Tunisian law does not respect an individual’s right to exercise their own sexual identity, making it very difficult for LGBTI individuals to live normal lives.\textsuperscript{9} This is also apparent in the case of a youth named Marwan who was incarcerated in 2015 for “sodomy.” In addition to being arrested, Marwan was also subjected to a humiliating anal examination to prove in court that he had been engaging in homosexual activities. This test was tantamount to invasion of the Marwan’s physical privacy.

**Religious Liberty, the Liberty of choice in Marriage, the non-discrimination between men and women**

In Tunisia, judges rely heavily on Shari’a law—a principal source of the Tunisian Code of Personal Statutes—to inform their interpretations of their nation’s laws.\textsuperscript{10} Thus, there is a significant taboo against individuals who change religions, or marry outside their faith, as these people are often labelled as apostates. At the same time, there is evidence that the Tunisian people are aware that this perspective needs to change.
Liberty of Expression and of Assembly

In Tunisia, the government reserves the right to disassemble any gathering or meeting, as well as to censor all press, or written or audiovisual media due to the present state of emergency in Tunisia. These restrictions place obvious limitations on the people’s ability to discuss certain subjects.

Women’s Rights

Women in Tunisia continue to be the object of discrimination in legislation and in practice, and are not sufficiently protected against sexual violence and other threats. For instance, victims of sexual assault in Tunisia generally do not have access to proper health facilities. According to the Tunisian penal code, sexual violence is defined as molestation, rather than a violation of the victim’s physical integrity. This same penal code permits individuals who violate young girls aged 15-20 to escape prosecution on the condition that they marry their victims. As such, the Tunisian penal code must be updated to define and inhibit sexual assault, and allow proper care to its victims.

Rights of LGBTI Individuals

As stated above, LGBTI individuals have been discriminated against in Tunisian legislation and are not sufficiently protected against violence linked to their sexual orientation or gender identity. Article 230 of the Tunisian Penal code proscribes sexual relations between consulting adults of the same sex and imposes a risk of up to three years’ incarceration for individuals convicted of “sodomy and lesbianism.” Furthermore, transgender individuals are at risk of arrest in Tunisia for violating public morality. In this regard, one calls to mind the above-referenced cases of students who were arrested and treated poorly (despite the constitutional interdiction against torture and maltreatment) for the so-called crime of homosexuality.
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